
Working deeper for greater yields
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BEDNAR TERRALAND TO is a unique chisel plough which provides intensive deep tillage down to a max. working depth 
of 55 cm. The trailed Terraland TO with integrated transport axle located between the operating tines is an all-purpose machine, 
which can also be used without the rear tandem spiky rollers. To achieve even better results, the Terraland TO can also be con-
nected with the Cutterpack for the final clod crushing and seedbed preparation, or with the Presspack for the final compaction 
of the tilled soil to prevent moisture loss, especially handy during the summer.

In contrast to traditional ploughs, the Terraland chisel ploughs are able to cultivate soil in the harshest conditions, to a greater depth whilst 
significantly cutting costs. The low tensile resistance guarantees a low fuel consumption, the tine geometry allows you to till dry, high quality 
compacted soil and the rear tandem spiky rollers till the clods. The land is flat and loosened, and the plant residue is incorporated into the 
soil.

The chisel plough’s working depth is significantly deeper than that of traditional ploughs and below the standard working depths of classi-
cal cultivators. Intensive deep tillage results in the compacted soil layers breaking up and the restoration of the soil profile. Hence providing 
your crops in the long-term with a rich healthy root system that leads to greater yields.

MAIN ADVANTAGES
OF THE MACHINE

• A 4-girder central frame, the frames 
of the working sections have been 
designed with a 150×150 mm profile.

• The triple angle of working tines 
ensures easy soil penetration and the 
ideal throughput of the machine.

• The integrated axle, placed be-
tween the working tines, will even 
allow you to work without rear tandem 
spiky rollers.

• The rear tandem spiky rollers can 
be set hydraulically and deliver 
superior field levelling.

• Hydraulic auto-reset system of 
tines protection for extremely heavy 
or stony soils.

• The Cutterpack trailed packer can 
be connected for the final clod crush-
ing and seedbed preparation.

• The Presspack trailed packer can 
be connected for final and even com-
paction as well as clod crushing.

AGRONOMIC ADVANTAGES
OF THE MACHINE

•  Loosens deeper than standard culti-
vators with a max. depth of up to 
35 cm, which results in the roots 
having access to more moisture.

• More air in the soil, which is needed 
for a better soil climate.

• Compressed layers break up in 
a single pass.

• Lower soil layers are not carried up 
to the higher soil profiles. The mixing 
takes place in the upper sections of 
the soil layers.

• Recompacts the soil to preserve 
moisture in the summer by using the 
detachable Presspack, or final crush-
ing work for seedbed preparation by 
using the Cutterpack.

• Completely covered plant residue 
after the harvest.

• Livestock manure and digestate 
from biogas stations are easily 
incorporated in one pass.

• Absorbs more rainwater, eliminating 
puddles and long-term wet patches.

• Levels the soil surface after the 
initial work and tracks made by heavy 
machinery.

“Tilling deeper than 25–30 cm is a trend that has formed in response to circumstances 
within the farming sector and has been linked to the low availability of agricultural land. 
We have developed the Terraland TO for farms which want to achieve greater yields with 
their current acreage by regenerating the soil’s climate, improving water and air pene-
trability in the soil and creating a better overall environment for plants which can use the 
available soil’s potential more effectively.”

Jan Bednar

General description
TERRALAND TO



54 “Successful on all lands”

Benefits resulting in savings and greater yields:

• Quality deep tilling in one pass – One pass of the Terraland 
means faster soil loosening below even the plough pan. It also 
covers over all plant residue, liverstock manure, digestates etc.

• More water and air – By tilling with the Terraland, air gets into 
the soil and impermeable layers are broken up, allowing the root 
system greater reach.

• Less time needed – By using the Terraland, you can signifi-
cantly reduce the time required in comparison with traditional 
ploughs. The Terraland can prepare the soil in a way that it mini-

TERRALAND is used for:

• Deep loosening, breaking up the plough pan and creating superior soil conditions for the subsequent crops whilst restoring the soil 
climate (more air, more water).

• Incorporating livestock manure in one pass of the machine. It can even incorporate livestock manure applied in large hectare doses.

• Incorporating a large amount of plant residue in one pass, such as maize, winter rape…

• Incorporating digestates created in biogas stations.

• Work in wet and soggy conditions, e.g. in late autumn or winter. The Terraland TO has a high throughput and thanks to its integrated 
transport axle it can even work without rear tandem spiky rollers.

And much more…

mises the need for further soil preparation work. The soil remains 
clod-free and loosened.

• Deeper soil tillage and lower fuel consumption – Thanks to 
the triple angle tine geometry, it is easy to till deeper soil layers 
at affordable fuel costs.

• The final touches – To maximise the finish on the work, you can 
attach the Cutterpack or the Presspack to the machine.

• The costs associated with the wearing parts that are used, are 
significantly lower than those for traditional ploughs.

Hydraulic auto-reset system of tines for 
tough stony conditions and extremely 
compacted soils. The securing power for 
each tine starts at 1 000 kg and ends at 
1 500 kg.

HYDRAULIC AUTO-RESET 
SYSTEM OF TINES

The tines can be fitted with chisels of 
a 80 mm width for intensive loosen-
ing or chisels of a 40 mm width for 
tough conditions and deep work. The 
tine wings cut through the lower layer 
to eliminate clod formation.

2 ROWS OF WINGED TINES, 
A 80 MM OR 40 MM CHISEL

The 245 mm in diameter rear tandem 
spiky rollers have overlapping spikes. 
This overlap cleans the rollers allowing 
the machine to work in the most extreme 
conditions without clogging up. They 
have a weight 202 kg/m. 

TANDEM SPIKY ROLLERS

 – depth: 45 cm 
 – operating speed: 7–9 km/h 
 – fuel consumption: 23–25 l/ha

TILLING MAIZE STUBBLE

 – depth: 40 cm 
 – operating speed: 8–10 km/h 
 – fuel consumption: 20–22 l/ha

TILLING WINTER 
BARLEY STUBBLE

 – depth: 35 cm 
 – operating speed: 10–12 km/h 
 – fuel consumption: 16–18 l/ha

TILLING RAPE STUBBLE

Benefits Usage
TERRALAND TO TERRALAND TO



The vertical H2O movement effect – a solution for waterlogged fields, creating access for the water to the roots

Over the last ten years, the performance of agricultural machines has increased considerably, and with the performance of the machines,  
the weight of the machinery has increased too. These extra kilos, often tons have also resulted in marked compaction of agricultural soils. 
This is evidenced by an increase in long-term waterlogged land, even where rainfall levels are average. Another effect which results in the 
blockage of water movement is long-term tillage at the same working depth. Rainwater cannot penetrate the soil and groundwater cannot 
reach the crop roots. The soil is blocked. The solution is to use the Terraland chisel plough which breaks up the compacted soil layers, 
supporting rain water absorption (preventing waterlogging) and facilitating ground water access to the roots.

NOTE: When tilling with the Terraland in summertime, e.g. before sowing winter rape, the soil must be packed using the Presspack, heavy 
packer. The soil is loosened and aerated – the topsoil is compressed with the Presspack so that the upper layers don’t dry out, preserving 
the initial moisture for the seeds. 

Yields depend on a soil’s air content

In addition to facilitating groundwater access to 
the roots, high yields require sufficient oxygen-
ated air in the soil. The air in the soil creates 
a gaseous soil phase necessary for biological 
and chemical reactions, which take place in the 
soil and which are one of the building blocks for 
plant life. Air fills up the pores without water. The 
air in the soil contains more CO2 than on aver-
age (by 0,2 to 0,7 %), and the oxygen content 
in the soil is 20 % lower than in the atmosphere. 
The Terraland chisel plough enriches (oxy-
genates) the soil in one pass all the way down 
to the deeper layers. Plants respond faster and 
more efficiently in aerated soils.

Why its work is intensive and effective

The machine breaks up the plough pan and the chisel tips reach under this compacted layer. The topsoil profile is mixed intensively 
with the plant residue and is covered. This superior results thanks to the tines which are bent at 3 angles:

1.  The first angle is positioned not to carry lower soil layers (poor in nutrients) up to depths where seeds are sown. The first angle cuts 
aggressively through the plough base.

2.  The second angle produces an intensive mixing effect, mixing plant residue with the soil. This creates a homogeneous organic mate-
rial.

3.  The third angle forces tilling, mixing the organic matter for final incorporation.

Water and air3 angles for easy work

COMPARISON – CHISEL PLOUGH VERSUS CULTIVATOR

CULTIVATOR CHISEL PLOUGH

Slowed growth

Canola – growth stage “Stem elongation” Sugar beet – growth stage “Beginning of crop cover”

Corn – growth stage “Early whorl - 6 leaves”

TERRALAND TO TERRALAND TO



98 “Simple and effective”

Agricultural co-operative Elbniederung Eutzsch e.G. 
Germany

area: 2 300 ha
machine: Terraland TO 6000

“We purchased the Terraland TO for two reasons. The first rea-
son was a problem with long-term compaction on our land, and 
the second reason was waterlogged land. We use the Terraland 
TO to till the land to a 40 cm depth, eliminating compacted soil 
and creating the best possible conditions for the subsequent 
crop. After just one pass, the soil is no longer compacted and 
the field remains level thanks to the high quality spiky rollers,” 
says farm manager Andreas Hansen.

Josef Schlüter from BEDNAR FMT GmbH (left)
Maik Schröter, tractor operator (right)

Each tine is fitted with a double-sid-
ed chisel (80/40 mm) using the Quick-
Change system. This is based on insert-
ing the double-sided chisel at the end of 
the tine and securing it with one securing 
pin. The Quick-Change system offers  
a high level of user comfort.

The working depth is set hydraulically 
using hydro-clips at the front supporting 
wheels or at the transport axle.

The Terraland TO is equipped with 
a drawbar that has hydraulic and elec-
tric connectors suitable for pulling other 
tools to complete the deep tillage. The 
Cutterpack or Presspack trailed packers 
can be attached to the machine.

TRAILED PACKERS 
CAN BE ATTACHED

EASY TO SET 
WORKING DEPTH

REPLACE YOUR CHISELS 
WITH THE COMFORTABLE 
QUICK-CHANGE SYSTEM

Work in extreme conditions thanks to the integrated axle

The integrated axle located between the operating tines allows the machine to work without rear tandem rollers, with more tines working 
behind the transport wheels. In wet conditions, you can simply remove the rollers from operation and till the soil without rollers. Particularly 
when tilling in winter, the soil does not need to be compacted. Furthermore, with the axle located in the centre of the machine, it is more 
adept at turning at the headlands – a shorter turn radius.

TERRALAND TO TO 4000 TO 5000 TO 6000

Working width m 4 5 6

Transport width m 3 3 3

Transport length m 8,6 8,6 8,6

Number of tines pcs 9 11 13

Spacing of tines cm 43 43 43

Total weight* kg 6 280–6 820 6 950–7 380 7 670–7 810

Recommended output** HP 320–380 400–500 500–600

*depends on the machine accessories **depends on soil conditions

Technical data 
User´s experiences

Operating components 
More accessories

TERRALAND TO

Tandem spiky rollers

The integrated transport axle 
allows it to operate without rear 
packers. The surface behind the 
wheels is handled by tines to 
eliminate any tracks

Robust hydraulic 
auto-reset tines
(1 500 kg)

2 rows of tines with wings

TERRALAND TO
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A solution for heavy soilsSeedbed preparation

Cutter discs are embedded to each other. This means the discs 
clean themselves in very wet conditions. Disc diameter 520×5 mm.

Cutterpack and Presspack packers are easily transported out on 
the road thanks to the reduced set length. Transportation is safe 
and quick.

To reduce the set transport length, the Cutterpack and Presspack 
drawbar is telescopic. The drawbar is retracted for transport, giving 
a total set length of 11 m, and for work the drawbar is pulled out to 
ensure there is no collision when turning at the headlands.

Each Presspack ring is embedded into the next one. This creates 
the self-cleaning effect of the packer in those wet conditions whilst 
still fully compacting along the working width.

SELF-CLEANING CUTTER DISC SECTION EASY PACKER TRANSPORTTELESCOPIC DRAWBAR SELF-CLEANING RINGS

“In just one pass, the soil is 
loosened deeply and I then seal 
it with the Presspack so the re-
quired moisture is not lost, e.g. 
for sowing winter rape.”

Petr Korous, agronomist

CUTTERPACK CT is a trailed packer, consisting of 2 rows of self-cleaning cutting discs, which can be used on its own or in combination 
with other BEDNAR machines. The discs cut through plant residue, crumble clods, mix the plant material into the soil and level the surface 
so that the field is ready for sowing. The Cutterpack is equipped with a telescopic drawbar which significantly reduces the transport length. 
If the Cutterpack is connected to the Terraland TO chisel plough, you can intensively till the soil down to a depth of up to 55 cm in one 
pass, cutting through soil layers, crumbling, levelling the surface and preparing the right conditions for sowing.

“The Terraland and Cutterpack 
prepare my soil in one pass so 
that in most cases I can use a 
seeder immediately. The soil is 
loosened and ready.” 

Josef Cerveny, owner 

PRESSPACK PT is a trailed packer, consisting of 2 rows of self-cleaning steel rings, which can be used on its own or in combination 
with other BEDNAR machines. The sharp edges of the rings effectively break up clods regardless of soil conditions and level the surface so that 
the field is ready for sowing. The Presspack’s heavy weight of 600 kg/m ensures that the packer effectively compacts the topsoil, preventing 
moisture loss, which is needed for the growth of the subsequent crops. If the Presspack is used with the Terraland TO chisel plough, you can till 
the soil intensively in one pass up to a depth of 55 cm, cutting up compacted soil layers, cutting through clods and compacting the upper 
soil layer.

CUTTERPACK CT 4000 CT 5000 CT 6000

Working width m 4,6 5,3 6,3

Transport width m 2,5 2,5 2,5

Transport length m 3,8 3,8 3,8

Number of discs pcs 40 46 54

Total weight* kg 1 770–1 970 1 870–2 070 1 950–2 150

Recommended output** HP 35 45 55

*depends on the machine accessories **depends on soil conditions

PRESSPACK PT 4000 PT 5000 PT 6000

Working width m 4,6 5,3 6,3

Transport width m 2,5 2,5 2,5

Transport length m 4 4 4

Number of rings pcs 46 54 64

Total weight* kg 2 800–3 300 3 300–3 900 3 600–4 500

Recommended output** HP 40 50 60
*depends on the machine accessories **depends on soil conditions

PRESSPACK PTCUTTERPACK CT



www.bednar-machinery.com

Your authorised dealer

INTER-ROW CULTIVATION

Inter-row cultivator ROW-MASTER

Rotary cutters MULCHER

Straw harrows STRIEGEL-PRO Disc cultivators SWIFTERDISC Disc cultivators ATLAS

Seedbed cultivators SWIFTER Versatile cultivators FENIX

Trailed packers 
CUTTERPACK, PRESSPACK, GALAXY

Chisel ploughs TERRALAND

Fertliser hopper FERTI-BOXSeed drills OMEGA

TILLAGE

TILLAGE

TILLAGE

SOWING AND FERTILISING ROTARY CUTTERS

*KM600396*

The technical data and illustrations are approximate.
Reservations are made for any design changes.

BEDNAR FMT s.r.o.
Lohenická 607

190 17 Praha 9 - Vinoř
Czech Republic

T: +420 283 092 529
E: info@bednarfmt.com

W: www.bednar-machinery.comProduct range


